Instructions for the use of conveyor system

1. Ensure ground is level for installing conveyor.
2. Once conveyor is in position, connect power supply.
3. Adjust conveyor “V” width to suit the animal size; this will be between 330 mm – 400 mm between the top plates.
4. Poor adjustment of the belts could shorten the life of the belts.
5. Turn mains power switch on.
6. Use either remote control or foot switch for operating the conveyor system.
7. Once belts are turning, let the animal walk into the rear of the conveyor system and the belts will gently lift it off the ground keeping it comfortable in the “V” shape of the conveyor.
8. Adjust the speed control of the conveyor belts to meet the requirements of the task.

Following these simple instructions will ensure stress is reduced to a minimum and giving optimal condition for the welfare of the animals.